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UNCONDITIONAL SAMPLING AND PREDICTION ERROR (CO)VARIANCES

Uneingeschrankte Fehler (co)varianzen von fixen und zufalligen Effekten

J.F. TAYLOR AND A.E. McCLINTOCK*

INTRODUCTION

Given a non-observable random vector u of breeding values jointly 
distributed with a vector y of observations, the best linear unbiased predictor 
(BLUP) of u can be obtained provided the (co)variance structure underlying the 
observations is known (Henderson, 1973). Often, in practical applications these 
components of (co)variance are unknown and estimates are substituted for the 
true parameters in order that the analysis proceed.

While the distributional properties of selection indices when estimates of 
(co)variance replace true population parameters have been examined in depth by 
Tallis (1960, 1964), Harris (1964), Sales and Hill (1976a, 1976b) and Hayes and 
Hill (1980), few analytical results for mixed linear models are available.
Henderson (1975) derived Sampling and Prediction Error (Co)variances (SPEV's) 
conditional on an incorrect Numerator Relationship Matrix (NRM) replacing the 
true matrix in the model. Slanger (1975) generalized Henderson's (1975) result 
to derive Sampling and Prediction (Co)variances (SPV's) conditional on an 
incorrect NRM and residual (co)variance matrix replacing the true matrices in 
the model. Neither derived unconditional SPEV's or SPV's which incorporate the 
variability in estimating the (co)variance components. Sampling and Prediction (Co)- 
variances refer to (co)variances between solutions to Henderson's (1973) mixed 
model equations for fixed and random effects respectively. SPEV's are similarly 
defined as the (co)variances between errors in solutions to the mixed model 
equations.

The purpose of this paper is to present analytical methods for examining 
bias and SPEV's when estimated (co)variance matrices replace the true values in 
the model, under the assumption that (co)variance components are estimated 
independently of the current data for analysis (y). Unconditional SPEV's are 
derived in the particular case when (co)variance matrices are known except for 
scale factors and Monte Carlo simulation was used to examine robustness of SPEV's 
to estimated scalar components in the one-way random model.

DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES

For the general mixed linear model: 

y = X$ + Zu + e

with
u 0 u G 0

E = Var =
e 0 e 0 R

assume that G and R are replaced by A and S where elements of A and S are estimated 
independently of y. Following Henderson (1973), the conditional mixed model 
equations are:
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X'S-1X X'S-1Z

Z'S_1X Z 1S”1Z+A”1

■ 8 ' X S_1y "
A,S =

u _ z S-Iy _

Ci, Cl 2
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be the inverse of the coefficient matrix in (1) after constraint to full rank. 
This restriction does not affect later results provided the linear contrast of 
interest in 8 and u is estimable.

Defining the parameter spaces T = T(u, e) and ft = fi(A,S), it is not 
difficult to show that conditional sampling and prediction errors satisfy:

l - 3 ' -C,2A_1 (C, iX' + C, 2Z')S-1 ' u
A, S = **'

u - u . . -C22A-1 (Ci’2x' + CjiZ ’JS- 1  . e

Because t CI = 0 the empty set we have from (2) :

■ § - 3 " ’ 3 - 6 '

u - u _ - et u - u
A,S

(3)

Hence solutions are conditionally and unconditionally unbiased.

It may also be shown that conditional SPEV's satisfy:

*! - 3 §
■

u - u
A,S = VarT Au - u

A, S

•uu1__ ’ X ’S_1RS-1X Z'S-1RS_1Z

1-- C) M p M 1__ . Z 1 S”1RS-1X Z,S_lRS'lZ+A_1GA_1_

Ci i

Cf2

Cl 1 

C22_
(4)

Var^ (u|A,S) = G - C2 2 A_1G - GA_jC22 + VarT (u - u |a ,S)

Co v t ( | , u | a , S )  = -Ci2 A-1G 

Covt (u , u | a , S )  =  G -  C22A~1G

When S = R and A = G result (4) reduces to that of Henderson (1975).
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Using conditional variance results (Rao, 1973) and result (31 unconditional 
SPEV's satisfy:

■ 1 ■
■ e

U - u * VarT Au - u
A,S

Clearly result (5) generates a complicated matrix function of S and A for which 
a closed solution will not generally be possible.

Special Case: G = UO2; R = VO2 with U, V known; a2 and O2 estimated.---------  g e g e

The parameter A = CT2/Og determines the mixed model equations and its 
estimate X the conditional equations. From (4) we have:

Var Au

- 6 1 r  Cm  
~ X =

-  u J [ Cfi

C u ‘

Cjj.
2 r ci2 - -az + u e _. C2 2 .

Define X X + AX Q = (X'V-’x ) - 1  X'V- 1

T = UP + IX P SB z'v'z + Z'V_1XQ

Then from partitioned matrix results and on truncating a series expansion of 
(I + AAT- 1 ) - 1  about 0 on terms of higher than second order we have from (6 ) and 
(5) that:

Var
S -  e

where
SPEV(A)

= SPEV(A) + INF

-Q

I
■‘U [ -Q' I ] 0* (7)

are SPEV's when X is known, and 

-Q

I _

and mse(X) = e [(AX)2] is the mean square error of the estimate X.

INF T~1T”1UPT-1U £-Q' I j mse(X) 0 ( 8 )

EXAMPLE: One-way random model

yij = P + Si + eij

s ‘ 0 s
= Var =

e . 0 . e

i = 1,..., p j=l, ..., n± N = Z- ni

0I 0 2 p s
0  I „ 0 ‘ jN e J

Taylor (1982) derived closed solutions for SPEV(X) and INF for the unbalanced 
case for use in a simulation study incorporating a range in experimental designs 
and values of mse(X). While the algebra is tedious in this case, it is not 
difficult to show that when n^ = n for all i = 1 , .... p that:
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SPEV (A) _ 1

PA
n+A

-1 ’~P
n+A
n

- 1~P + -r Jnn+A P
o2e

INF n mse(A) 
A (n+A) 3

where 1 and 0  are pxl ~P ~P
I and J are pxp P P

vectors of I's and 0 's respectively, 
identity and unity matrices respectively.

Note that only prediction error (co)variances are inflated, this appears to be 
a consequence of completely balanced data in other models.’

For N = 5000 a range of values of p, ni( A and mse(X) were simulated 
assuming normality of random effects, to determine the magnitude of SPEV(X) 
relative to SPEV(A). Values of mse(X) were generated for the same model but from 
different data in which the estimate of A was obtained from X = o|/6 g, where 8| 
and 9| are ANOVA estimates of o| and a| respectively. Corresponding to the bias 
examined by Ponzoni and James (1978) and Grossman and Norton (1980) in ANOVA 
estimates of heritability (h2) from intraclass correlation, a small positive bias 
in ANOVA estimates of A was observed.
^ Clearly INF depends on X only through mse(X) and inflations are largest when 
A is a poor estimator. For a fixed sample size, the efficiency of ANOVA for 
estimating heritability decreases as heritability decreases and hence A increases. 
Results of the simulation indicated that for the designs considered and for 
h2 S 0.25 inflations in SPEV's were at most 2.3 percent and decreased as h2 
increased. However for h2 < 0.25 efficiency was rapidly lost with an inflation of 
16.17 percent recorded for h2 = 0.1. Covariances were observed to be less stable 
than variances.
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SUMMARY

Solutions to mixed model equations conditional on estimated population 
(co)variance matrices replacing the true but unknown parameters are shown 
to be unbiased when (co)variance components have been estimated 
independently of the current data. Hence solutions are also unconditionally 
unbiased. Sampling and Prediction Error (Co)variances (SPEV's) of solutions 
conditional on the estimated (co)variances are derived. While conditional 
SPEV's are larger than SPEV's when the true (co)variances are used, they 
are smaller than unconditional SPEV's which incorporate the variability in 
estimating (co)variances. Monte Carlo simulation was used to examine 
robustness of unconditional SPEV's to estimated scalar variance components 
in the one-way random model. Results indicate that for low heritabilities 
(h2 < 0.25) ANOVA estimates of h2 are poor unless very large samples are 
available and SPEV's incorporating estimates are considerably inflated.
For h2 0.25 SPEV's become extremely robust.
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ZU SAMMENFASSUNG

Es wird gezeigt, dass die von geschatzten Populations(co)varianzmatrizen, 
die die wahren aber unbekannten Parameter ersetzen, abhangigen Losungen von 
Mischmodellgleichungen, unverzerrt sind, wenn die (Co)Varianzen unabhangig 
von den verwendeten Daten geschatzt wurden. Daher sind die Losungen auch 
ohne Einschrankung unverzerrt. Schatzfehler(co)varianzen fur fixe und 
zufallige Effekte (SPEVs) wurden in Abhangigkeit von den geschatzten 
(Co)Varianzen abgeleitet. Wahrend bedingte SPEVs grosser sind als die SPEVs 
bei denen wahre (Co)Varianzen verwendet wurden, sind sie kleiner als 
uneingeschrankte SPEVs, welche die Variabilitat bei der Schatzung von 
(Co)Varianzen beinhalten. Monte Carlo Simulationen wurden verwendet urn die 
Robustheit uneingeschrankter SPEVs in bezug auf geschatzte Skalarvarianzkomponten 
in einem einfachen zufalligen Modell zu untersuchen. Die Ergebnisse deuten 
darauf hin, dass fur kleine Heritabilitaten (h2 < 0.25) ANOVA Schatzwerte fur 
h2 unzuverlassig sind, wenn nicht sehr grosse Stichproben vorhanden sind, und 
die SPEVs von damit verbundenen Schatzwerten betrachtlich vergrossert sind.
Fur h2 £ 0.25 werden die SPEVs sehr robust.
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